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Contact Hour Accreditation 

This CNE activity has been provided by Ohio 
Nurses Association

Learners must attend the entire session (live 
presentation or 11 webinars) and receive a 
passing post-test with a score of at least 80% in 
order to receive a certificate of contact hours.

There is no conflict of interest for anyone with the 
ability to control content of this activity.

This nursing continuing professional development 
activity was approved by the Ohio Nurses 
Association, an accredited approver by the 
American Nurses Credentialing Center’s 
Commission on Accreditation. (OBN-001-91)

 Approval Valid through June 1, 2024
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Disclosures

Nancy has no relationships with 
commercial entities related to the 
healthcare industry.

Nancy is the Assistant Director of 
Education for  NADONA
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Objectives 

The participant will be able to

Recognize 2 avenues of 
communication which identifies day to 
day expectations

Name 4 conflict management skills

Define the 4 types of conflict
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Downward Communication

 What is Downward Communication?

 The definition of downward communication is when communication 
originates from the top of a hierarchical organization and trickles down to the 
bottom. This type of communication is often used in business practice. The 
communication originates from leaders or managers to subordinates within 
the organization and often passes through several channels as it makes its way 
down to the organization's bottom level.

 Example: Sharing policies and procedures within the company, ensuring that 
everyone is aware of the guidelines they must follow by ensuring the 
uniformity of the shared information.

 While is may be necessary, Upward Communication is becoming more of a 
trend in Business these days.
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Upward Communication

 Upward communication can increase workplace productivity and employee 
satisfaction. Regardless of your role within an organization, it is essential to 
understand how upward communication affects a company's overall success. 
Being able to communicate within an organization effectively requires 
employees and upper management to find new and innovative 
communication methods they can apply to their business practices.

 The purpose of upward communication is to allow employees to give 
feedback or suggestions to authoritative company figures, whereas the use of 
downward communication is to give orders to lower-level employees about 
their job responsibilities or company policies.
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Upward Communication (Cont’d)

 Here are some advantages to incorporating upward communication into a 
business:

• Increases mutual trust
• Improves workplace procedures
• Helps managers identify areas for self-improvement
• Makes employees feel valued
• Creates an inclusive environment within an organization
 Upward communication can instill a sense of mutual trust between upper 

management, lower management and employees. This is because lower-level 
employees trust that company officials will consider their suggestions. In contrast, 
upper-management believes that employees use this direct communication 
method to be proactive and positive.
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Upward Communication Examples:

 1. Performance reports:  In upward communication, performance reports 
allow lower-level employees to rate the performance of their direct managers 
and other company officials. Performance reports of upper management 
could take place at the same time as employee performance reviews to 
demonstrate that company officials know they also need to strive to improve, 
just like their employees.

 2. Focus groups: Focus groups typically comprise company employees 
accompanied by an HR specialist or company official. During focus groups, 
employees can discuss reoccurring issues at the department level, or 
company officials could use these sessions to ask employees how they would 
feel about a new policy. Officials record these sessions for other executives to 
view later on and aid in their decision-making.
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Upward Communication Examples 
(Cont’d)

 3. Employee satisfaction surveys:  Companies use employee satisfaction 
surveys to gauge the degree to which employees enjoy their daily job duties, 
workplace culture and the overall company itself. Surveys are a great example 
of upward communication because they encourage employees to rate their 
personal experience working for the company.

 4. Company meetings:  Company meetings are an example of upward 
communication because they encourage upper management and lower-level 
employees to interact with one another in person. These include one-on-one 
meetings between employees and their direct manager or company-wide 
meetings where all employees and executive personnel gather to celebrate an 
important milestone or address major changes.
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Upward Communication Examples 
(Cont’d)

 5. Suggestion boxes:  Companies can either use an actual suggestion box 
where employees place written feedback, complaints or advice for upper 
management to review, or they can use an online format. Company officials 
can create a "suggestion box" email address to which employees can send 
their digital feedback, complaints or advice. 

 Integrating upward communication practices into a business can help create 
an inclusive environment. What this means is that every employee, regardless 
of their role, feels like they are an important contributor to the company's 
success.

 For example: Company executives encourage employees to voice their opinions 
about a slogan for a new product. They decide to create a slogan-writing contest 
to use in the promotional stage, and an employee's slogan wins. This helps 
employees feel like they are a part of the decision-making process.
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Upward and Downward Communication

 Day to Day Operations

 Upward

 EX – DON to Administrator

 Horizontal 

 EX – Between departments

 Downward

 Department head to staff person

 Outlier Communication

 What needs to be communicated to the Administrator?

 Hospitalizations

 Falls

 Accidents

 Pressure Injuries

 Deaths due to infections 

 Return to hospitalizations

13

Communication cont.

 Roles in Standup and Stand down

AWHIP (Abuse, Weight, Hydration, Incontinence, Pain, 
Pressure)

 Identify outlier situations – residents or staff

Follow up on yesterday issues that were unresolved

Follow up on issues after Stand Up and review at stand 
down to reduce unresolved issues.  Then each day can 
start fresh.

Be sure some is taking notes that are archived

Document resolutions as well.
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Communication

Techniques

Active Listening

Confirmation of receipt of the 
message through 

Questions

Feed back

Prompts for clarity

Not interrupting

7

Communication cont.

Non-Verbal Communication

93% of communication done through non-verbal

38% is through 

tone, 

volume, 

speed and 

pitch

55% – other means

Posture. 

Movements, 

gestures,

 facial expressions, 

breathing 

skin – color changes
© 2019 NADONA LTC
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Communication Techniques cont.
Friendliness, Trust & Respect

Smile

Friendly tone

Convey respect to them and their ideas

Open – Mindedness

Ready to listen

Ready to understand other’s point of view

Willing to engage in conversation

Feedback & Collaboration

Support & encourage each other

Willing to share information in collaborative method

Promotes environment that allows for constructive feedback

Ask for feedback frequently

Using I vs We statements when giving constructive 
feedback
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Communication Techniques cont.

Strategies

Ask and get honest feedback

Know your audience

Put in extra effort at crisis time

Listen more and more closely

Be available

Barriers to good communication

Language Barriers

Cultural Barriers

Preconceived ideas

Hearing only what you want or expect to hear

Our emotional wellbeing
© 2019 NADONA LTC
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Dealing With Conflict
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Types of Conflict 
 Intrapersonal – conflict that occurs within an individual.

 Interpersonal - a disagreement between two individuals or subgroups of an 

organization involving significant resentment and discontent .

 Intragroup - conflict between two or more members of the same group or 

team

 Intergroup – conflict that takes place when a misunderstanding arises 

among different teams within an organization.

© 2019 NADONA LTC
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Examples of Conflict

 A perception of one working harder than the other

One person blames another for past mistakes

 Jealously because it appears you are “playing favorites”

 Unhappy or thinks work assignment is “Unfair”

 Personality clash. Different types of work approach, 

(systemic vs unorganized); (sensitive person vs 
insensitive)

 Inappropriate work dress or personal hygiene

© 2019 NADONA LTC
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In Some Cases It Can be a Good Thing

Can stimulate open discussion

Can lead to process improvement

Can lead to better ideas

Can resolve a misunderstanding

© 2019 NADONA LTC
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Monitoring for Conflict

 Look for signs such as tension in the air, off handed 

comments, backstabbing, manipulation, a normally 

outspoken person is now quiet, a normally quiet person is 
now outspoken, facial expressions and undermining. 

 You need to react immediately and not let it simmer.  

Do not put your head in the sand and hope it all works 

out.  

 You must make it a priority to get involved and resolve 
the problem.  If it drags on, it could lead to a resignation.
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Determining the Type of Conflict and 
Severity

 Is the conflict shared by all team members?  This can 
create disharmony with the team such as problems with 
the procedures and policies that are in place, other 
departments not doing their jobs correctly, or unhappy 
customers, thus creating friction among the team.

 Your role is to ask the “who, what, when, where, how 
and why” type of questions in this case.  Find the points 
of failure causing the friction and show your team you 
are doing all you can to correct and remedy the 
situation.
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Workload Conflict

Often times a particular shift complains they have more 

to do with less staff.  First remind them this is the shift they 

requested to work but offer to switch to another shift.  
Also ask for process improvements they see that may 

lighten the workload.  

 Be sure to act on any process improvements that are 

possible and make sense so these staff see the “light at 
the end of the tunnel”.

© 2019 NADONA LTC
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Personal Conflict

 If you feel there is a true concern between two or more 
individuals, be sure you meet with them together.  Your 
role is most likely going to be a “Mediator” in this case.  
You would state the issue, give examples and only 
intervene if it gets out of control.  

 After hearing all sides, you would sum up the discussion 
and ask what it would take to appease each of them.  
Ask each party to make a commitment to make the 
necessary changes to resolve or at least reconcile the 
conflict.
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Expectations

 Let the parties involved know you expect and have 

confidence they will make every attempt to resolve 

each other’s differences with respect to one another.  

 You should follow up with both parties in a week or so to 
assure all is on track, and again in a month to assure all is 

staying on track.  Quite often these individuals become 

the best of workmates.
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Oil and Water Don’t Mix

 Some people just don’t see “eye to eye” and in most 

cases there is nothing you can do to make these 

persons like each other.  Invite them into your office to 
mediate a frank discussion and let them talk it out.  

 It is your job to show them the common ground here is 

the responsibility of common goals you need 

accomplished.  They do not have to like each other but 
do need to show mutual respect to achieve the 

common goals you have instilled upon them.

© 2019 NADONA LTC
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Compromise

 Often there is conflict due to one person not liking the way another 

person enters data, troubleshoots, etc. as it is not the way they 

would do it.  These conflicts, if the end result is acceptable no 

matter how a person gets there, are simply differences of opinion. 

 You should meet with these indiv iduals together and work on a 

compromise.  One person should not be made to feel they have 

the right to “boss” their co-worker.  

 You need to give examples of more than one way to get to the 

shared end result goal.

© 2019 NADONA LTC
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Be Discreet

 If you need to meet with an employee for a counseling 

or warning, be discreet.  Do not go out on the floor and 

seek them out in front of others.  Do not leave a note on 
the bulletin board in the break room.  You need to make 

these arrangements in private via email or phone.  

 Never use other employee names when meeting with 

one employee.  The issue you are discussing is YOUR 
issue now that you have become aware of it.  That is 

your job as a leader.

© 2019 NADONA LTC
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Your Responsibility

 You want to be sure the employee knows YOU are the one bringing 

the issue to the forefront.

 Be straightforward, simple, and to the point, yet empathetic, which 

deepens the relationship and rapport with staff.  Do everything you 

can not to embarrass the person.

 Keep a cool head and remain in control of your emotions.  Some 

staff may be irrational, uncooperative, mean or disrespectful.  Use a 

calm tone and present yourself with an understanding attitude.

© 2019 NADONA LTC
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Your Responsibility (Cont’d)

 Bite your tongue before you say something you may 

regret.  Never use a condescending tone and let them 

know you do care and will do all you can to help resolve 
the issue.  You will get your point across more effectively 

if you keep professional at all times.

 You should only give advice if you are asked for it or if 

there are no other alternatives.
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Don’t Allow the Blame Game

 Be sure all involved in conflict see the “big picture” and 

focus on the future.  There is no room for blame.

 You want all who leave a meeting with you to see hope 

for the future and a win/win resolution.  If employees feel 
there will be change for the better, you’ve reduced the 

chance for future conflict.

 The quicker you help resolve a conflict, the less likely it 

will spread throughout the entire department.
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Be Prepared to Deal With Conflict

 Be well prepared.  Have all your “ducks in a row” and all 
necessary documentation, important notes, and facts to 
discuss with confidence.

Make it known you are non-judgmental and are not 
taking sides.  Remain objective and see each person’s 
perspective.  Your goal is to find resolution, or at least 
reconciliation.  While you will want to be decisive when 
you need to confront, you will mostly be listening and 
mediating, especially when dealing with more than one 
person.

© 2019 NADONA LTC
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Uncomfortable 

Most people find conflict uncomfortable 
to confront.  It is your responsibility, 
however, as a leader to address these 
issues for the sake of the persons affected 
as well as the good of the entire team.
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Conflict Management Skills
 Definition

 The practice of recognizing and dealing with disputes in a rational, balanced 

and effective way. Conflict management implemented within a business 

environment usually involves effective communication, problem resolving abilities and 
good negotiating skills to restore the focus to the company's overall goals.

 Conflict Management Skills

 Communication

Much unnecessary conflict can be avoided simply with clear, accurate written and 

verbal communication; verbal is a much better option than an email.

 Emotional Intelligence

Emotional intelligence is the ability to understand one’s own feelings and those of 

others, and to handle those feelings well.

 Empathy

Empathy means feeling what others feel. The ability to see a situation from 
someone else’s viewpoint, and to understand their needs, motivations, and 

possible misunderstandings, is critical to effective conflict management

 Creative Problem Solving

 problem-solving is an in-demand skill for employers.
© 2019 NADONA LTC
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Resources

 https://www.roberthalf.com/blog/management-tips/7-strategies-all-

managers-can-use-to-improve-communication-skills

 https://www.brightwork.com/blog/top-5-effective-communication-skills-

project-managers

 https://healthyliving.azcentral.com/barriers-to-effective-communication-in-

healthcare-12362159.html

 https://www.thebalancecareers.com/conflict-management-skills-2059687
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http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/practice.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/rational.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/effective.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/business-environment.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/effective-communication.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/problem.html
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/communication-skills-list-2063779
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/interview-questions-about-your-emotional-intelligence-2059962
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/problem-solving-skills-with-examples-2063764
https://www.roberthalf.com/blog/management-tips/7-strategies-all-managers-can-use-to-improve-communication-skills
https://www.brightwork.com/blog/top-5-effective-communication-skills-project-managers
https://healthyliving.azcentral.com/barriers-to-effective-communication-in-healthcare-12362159.html
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/conflict-management-skills-2059687
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Questions40

Cindy Fronning                    Nancy Tuders
651-324-8415 612-718-8974

cindy@nadona.org nancy@nadona.org
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